


Portuguese cork naturally provides amazing benefits without added chemicals or additives. USFloors uses only premium 

Portuguese cork for our Natural|CORK™ floors because of the quality, density, and resilience of the cork bark.

Natural|CORK™ floors are made from the bark of 

the Portuguese Cork Oak. No trees are cut down to 

harvest the bark and cork trees produce new cork for 

re-harvest every nine years making cork a sustainable, 

environmentally friendly, and rapidly renewable 

resource. It is not uncommon for a Cork Oak to 

produce cork bark for 200 years or more.

Great care is used to harvest the cork bark. Cork 

can only be harvested by hand so as not to harm the 

tree. Generations of debarkers can be found in the 

Montado, or cork forest, harvesting cork in the time 

honored Portuguese tradition.

Why Cork?
• warm and comfortable underfoot 

• durable and resilient 

•. absorbs sound for a quieter floor 

•. naturally resists mold and mildew 

• thermal insulator 

• naturally resists fire 

• naturally resists pests including termites
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Natural|CORK™ floors are manufactured to precise specifications to meet and exceed your performance 

expectations. They are protected by our proprietary Endura AR® UV-cured finish, which features advanced 

generation abrasion resistance against everyday wear and superior cleanability for easy maintenance. 

Natural|CORK™ floors require no more maintenance than a prefinished hardwood floor and retain the  

beauty and performance characteristics for years to come.

Natural Cork™ 
Engineered to Perform

Multiple Layers of Endura AR® UV-Cured Finish 
 • advanced abrasion resistance
 • protects against wear
 • slip resistant
 • protects against fading due to sunlight

Natural Cork™ Top Layer
 • beautiful, distinctive cork visuals
 • comfort underfoot
 • sound insulation
 • natural resilience

HDF Core
 • moisture resistant
 • glueless installation profile

Attached Cork Underlayment
 • no need for separate underlayment
 • provides added sound insulation &  
  comfort underfoot
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Wide Tiles
Delgada



Navia

Cuero

Luna

Tinto

Tordera

Roca

MarmolMondego

BrancaNieve

Ebro

Rayas

Elsa

Pedras

Traditional square edge Natural|CORK™ 

floating floors provide a visually seamless 

cork floor for a wide variety of applications 

in the home. The versatile finishes add 

a stunning visual anchor to any interior 

design scheme.

• 11 5/8" x 35 5/8" x 13/32" Planks 

• 22.9 Sq. Ft./Carton 

• Square Edges & Ends 

• 2G Corkloc® Glueless Installation 

• Endura AR® UV-Cured Abrasion Resistant Finish 

• Lifetime Wear & Structure Warranties 

• 5 Year Light/Medium Commercial Wear Warranty 

• GREENGUARD GOLD Certified for IAQ  

Natural Cork™ 
Traditional Planks
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Traditional Planks
Mondego



Delgada Pico

Azores

Mayorca

Mistral

Menorca

Natural|CORK™ wide cork tiles have 4-sided 

bevels for a refined and tailored look 

reminiscent of a natural stone floor. These 

tiles provide warmth and comfort you can 

only get from a Natural|CORK™ floor.

• 17½" x 23 13/16" x 13/32" Tiles 

• 23.18 Sq. Ft./Carton 

• 4-Sided Bevel 

• 5G Corkloc® Drop & Lock Installation 

• Endura AR® UV-Cured Abrasion Resistant Finish 

• Lifetime Wear & Structure Warranties 

• 5 Year Light/Medium Commercial Wear Warranty 

• GREENGUARD GOLD Certified for IAQ  

Natural Cork™ 
Wide Tiles
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Wide Tiles
Mistral



Endura HC™ Hot Coat Finish
 • AC6 abrasion class 
 • Easy, carefree maintenance

High Definition Imaging Directly To Top Cork Layer
 The authenticity of Enhanced Realism Technology® is  
 achieved by applying the ink directly onto the cork layer,  
 unlike laminate where a printed piece of paper is glued  
 to the HDF core.

HDF Core
 Premium High Density Fiberboard core profiled with the  
 easy to install glueless installation system.

Attached Cork Underlayment
 No need for separate underlayment cushion; provides  
 added thermal and acoustic insulation and resists  
 subfloor mold and mildew growth.

For the first time, the art of blending the natural embossing of cork with the latest optic image technology 

achieves a new level of definition in replicating the detail and character of a natural stone or hardwood floor. 

Cork Canvas® combines sustainable, comfortable and warm Natural|CORK™ with the advanced digital imaging 

optics of Enhanced Realism Technology® (ERT®).

•  Enhanced Realism Technology® (ERT®) captures the colors, nuances, 

grains, and textures of natural stone and hardwood which are replicated 

onto a Natural|CORK™ floor with precise detail to the highest degree.

•  The design is imprinted directly onto the cork wear layers, not a piece 

of paper like on laminate floors. A cold and sterile laminate floor cannot 

compare to the resilience, warmth & comfort of Cork Canvas® digitally 

enhanced floors from Natural|CORK™.

•  Up to 32 distinctive tiles or planks within each style greatly 

minimizes pattern repetition for the most realistic representation of  

a natural stone or hardwood floor. You won’t believe your eyes!

•  Cork Canvas® floors provide the beauty, depth and texture you expect 

in a natural stone or hardwood floor while maintaining all of the 

unique advantages of a Natural|CORK™ floor, especially when it comes 

to warmth & comfort, noise reduction, and stainability.

Natural Cork™ 
Enhanced Realism Technology®

Introducing 
Cork Canvas® Digitally Enhanced Cork
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Digitally enhanced Cork Canvas® takes a  

sustainable Natural|CORK™ floor and replicates 

the look of a beautiful hardwood floor directly 

onto the surface of the cork. Cork Canvas® 

floors are indistinguishable from nature's 

own creations.

• 7 1/8" x 48" x 13/32" Planks 

• 19.44 Sq. Ft./Carton 

• 4-Sided Bevel 

• 2G CorkLoc® Glueless Installation 

• Endura HC™ Hot Coat Finish 

• Lifetime Wear & Structure Warranties 

• 5 Year Light/Medium Commercial Wear Warranty 

• GREENGUARD GOLD Certified for IAQ 

Natural Cork™ 
Cork Canvas® Planks
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Kilmartin Pine

Aberdeen Oak

Arctic Oak

Everglade Oak

Cork Canvas®

Everglade Oak



Slate Autumn

Digitally enhanced Cork Canvas® takes a  

sustainable Natural|CORK™ floor and replicates 

the look of a natural stone or travertine floor 

directly onto the surface of the cork. Cork 

Canvas® floors are indistinguishable from 

nature's own creations.

• 17½" x 23 13/16" x 13/32" Tiles 

• 23.18 Sq. Ft./Carton 

• Square Edges & Ends 

• 5G Corkloc® Drop & Lock Installation 

• Endura HC™ Hot Coat Finish 

• Lifetime Wear & Structure Warranties 

• 5 Year Light/Medium Commercial Wear Warranty 

• GREENGUARD GOLD Certified for IAQ

Natural Cork™ 
Cork Canvas® Tiles
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Travertine Chiampo

Travertine RomanoJura Dore

Cork Canvas®

Travertine Romano



This is a cork tree. That’s 
right, cork actually is the 
bark of the Cork Oak 
that grows primarily in the 
Montado, or cork forests, 
of Portugal.

After weeks of curing, the 
cork is graded and sorted. 
The best use of the cork is 
determined, which could 
be anything from a bottle 
stopper to flooring to even 
a Mars Rover heat shield!

As done for generations, 
small teams of skilled  
craftsmen carefully remove 
the bark of each tree with 
hand axes every nine years. 
This hands-on approach has 
a low carbon footprint and 
can even prolong the tree’s 
life for two centuries more. 
The cork harvest requires  
a delicate touch that no 
machine can replicate.

Veneer blocks are formed, 
sliced, and applied to HDF 
panels ready to be milled 
into cork flooring planks.

Once the cork bark has 
been stripped from the 
tree, numbers are painted 
on them to keep track of 
the next harvest year. 

The HDF panels are then 
milled with the glueless 
tongue and groove 
profile, stained, finished, 
and packaged for delivery 
and installation into 
homes worldwide.

Workers collect and stack 
the cork bark on trailers 
where it is then transported 
to the curing yard.

Cork is comprised of 
millions of tiny air cells 
making it naturally 
resilient and comfortable 
underfoot. The unique 
cellular structure makes 
cork a great sound and 
thermal insulator.
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Luna 
40P3510

Navia 
40P4729

Pedras 
40P3610

Tinto 
40P4610

Roca 
40P3310

Branca 
40P4707

Nieve 
40P3313

Traditional Plank  11 5/8 x 35 5/8 x 13/32   •   22.9 Sq. Ft./Carton  •  Square Edges
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Cork • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Carpet • • • • N/A

Hardwood • • • •
Ceramic Tile • • • • •
Vinyl/VCT • • • • •
Laminate • • • •

Natural Cork™ 
Flooring Comparison Chart

Marmol 
40P3110

Ebro 
40P3A10

Cuero 
40P3314

Rayas 
40P3A12

Mondego 
40P4710

Elsa 
40P4612

Tordera 
40P4510



Menorca 
40TR0616

Wide Tiles  17 ½ x 23 13/16 x 13/32   •   23.18 Sq. Ft./Carton  •  4-Sided Bevel Cork Canvas® Tiles & Planks   
17 ½ x 23 13/16 x 13/32   •   23.18 Sq. Ft./Carton  •  Square Edges

Delgada 
40TR1310

Pico 
40TR1412

Azores 
40TR0630

Mistral 
40TR0311

Mayorca 
40TR0631

Jura Dore 
40PC1002

Travertine Chiampo 
40PC1004

Slate Autumn 
40PC1001

Travertine Romano 
40PC1003

7 1/8 x 48 x 13/32   •  19.44 Sq. Ft./Carton   
4-Sided Bevel

Kilmartin Pine 
40PC2101

Arctic Oak 
40PC2301

Aberdeen Oak 
40PC2201

Everglade Oak 
40PC2401

Moldings
Moldings and trim pieces for 
Natural|CORK™ floors are crafted 
from sustainable and durable Moso 
bamboo and stained to coordinate  
with the look and color of your foot.

Quarter Round
Designed to cover the expansion  
gap between your Natural|CORK™  
floor and the wall.

T-Molding
Used between your Natural|CORK™ 
floor and another hard surface floor 
of similar height. Also used to cover 
expansion gaps in floors spanning  
30' or greater.

Baby Threshold
Most often used in doorways as a  
transition between your Natural|CORK™ 
floor and a carpeted room.

Overlap Reducer
A floating floor reducer used to cover 
the gap in doorways between your 
Natural|CORK™ floor and a hard 
surface floor of lesser thickness.

Stair Nose
A floating floor stair nose is used to  
finish edges of stairs and landings.



www.usfloorsllc.com
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4Nestled in the foothills of the Appalachian mountains, USFloors is an import  

manufacturer of unique and sustainable floors located in the United States.  

Founded in May 2001, USFloors features state-of-the-art finishing and profiling  

lines for flooring and moldings. USFloors manufacturing facility is the first 

manufacturing facility in Georgia utilizing solar photovoltaic panels, installed  

on its roof, to generate over ½ Megawatt of clean, renewable energy. USFloors 

manufactures a wide assortment of bamboo, cork, distinctive hardwood, and LVT 

products. USFloors is a member of the U.S. Green Building Council.

Visit usfloorsllc.com for complete installation, maintenance, and warranty details.

Cover photo: Cork Canvas® Travertine Chiampo


